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All observers agree that in many respects, the Biafran War of 1967-70 was the founding event of
the modern humanitarian aid movement. First, it was the scene of the first large-scale action by
private aid groups and the Red Cross 1 in a post-colonial world. Second, these operations were
conducted illegally and openly, involved months of intense activity, were supported by European
public opinion and received widespread media attention. Last, this was the first time that some aid
organizations and humanitarian aid actors publicly denounced the killings they witnessed. In
France, this break with a tradition of silence is generally presented as the innovation that led to a
new humanitarian movement, one that has since acted and spoken freely, refusing to compromise
its principles as did the ICRC when it remained silent in the face of the Third Reich's death camps.
This link to the genocide of the Jews was, and remains, omnipresent in France, although the issue
was raised only fleetingly in other countries. , When Médecins Sans Frontières received the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1999, several of the organization's founders, who had worked in Biafra for the
French Red Cross during the war, referred to it. In an opinion piece in the French newspaper,
Libération, Patrick Aeberhard and Alain Deloche, MSF's cofounders and former presidents of
Médecins du Monde, wrote, "Modern humanitarian aid was born in the summer of 1968 in the
Biafran War… Faced with this horrific situation, [Red Cross doctors] decided to break the vow of
silence they had taken when the ICRC hired them, rejecting the guilty neutrality of the doctors and
representatives who visited Auschwitz during the Nazi genocide." 2 Although this practice of
"secrecy" – alleged to have enabled the genocide of the Jews – has been debated for years, 3
other leading French humanitarian aid figures and many journalists also adopted this widely-held
belief. "We [the French doctors in Biafra] knew that after an October 14, 1942 decision of the
executive committee [of the International Red Cross], during World War II [the organization's
leaders] in Geneva had chosen not to reveal the existence of the extermination camps and to
consider the Jews – intended victims of the final solution -- as prisoners no different from the
others. We rejected that complicity. We refused to participate in the selection of the sick or to
collude with the executioners. Much later, during a host of other crises, we saw that speaking out
provided protection against murder and that the media were our allies." 4
This new era of humanitarianism is perceived quite differently in Great Britain, Scandinavia and
Switzerland, countries that supplied most of the aid during the first year of the Biafran conflict. In
these countries, the dominant perception is that of a major conflict and famine relief operation in
the Third World. In 1972, the Scandinavian church alliance, NordChurchAid, summarized its work
and the context in restrained terms. "The Nigerian civil war (1967-1970) presented the world and,
more specifically, the various governments and voluntary relief organizations, with a demand for
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assistance unprecedented in scope and complexity. Aside from the political problems inherent to
civil wars, the geographic factors of the war soon complicated matters, as the area under
secessionist control was completely surrounded after mid-May, 1968." 5
However, in spring 1968, when the famine began, humanitarian actors and journalists also
compared the Biafran situation to the killing of the Jews. (Some did not; specifically, the ICRC,
which was bound by its Convention's requirements of confidentiality.) For them, though, unlike for
the French, the only reason to evoke genocide seemed to be to emphasize the extreme
seriousness of the situation. They stopped referring to genocide after 1968 and they didn't seem
to link it to protection of the victims, as the French humanitarian aid workers believed such a
denunciation could offer.
Contray to the Vietnam War, which was underway at the same time, but was presented as
reflecting the major political cleavage of the time,the Biafran war was described in juridical -moral
terms, far from the mass anti-imperialist mobilizations. However, it did arouse vigorous public
controversy in which the humanitarian movement's narrative of the event – that is, a co-production
by aid actors based on stereotypes of executioner, victim and narrator-aid worker – played a
leading role.

Biafra
In July 1967, a war of independence broke out in Nigeria. During 1964-65, regional and social
tension and ethnic violence directed primarily against the Igbo people, originally from the country's
Southeastern province of Biafra (with 14 million people), had set the stage for an attempted bloody
coup d'état, led by Igbo officers in January 1966, which failed. The Igbos, most of them Christian,
were massacred. Thousands subsequently returned to Biafra.
That same year, the new French oil company, Elf, announced the discovery of rich oilfields in
Biafra's Port Harcourt region. The prospect of oil revenues fanned the conflict. The military
governor, Colonel Ojukwu, the secessionists' future leader, announced that the money would
remain in Biafra to compensate those who had returned. Under his leadership, Biafra declared
independence on May 26, 1967, unleashing a two and a half year war that ended in January 1970.
In the early months, secessionist forces managed to resist the federal army's offensives and
established Biafran authority over a large part of the land they claimed. As soon as the conflict
began, the ICRC organized a humanitarian aid effort in which Catholic and reformed churches
played a leading role. Irish missionaries had been working to win converts in Igboland since the
end of British military conquest in 1905. Starting in January 1968, Biafran authorities printed their
own money, stamps and passports and produced other tangible attributes of sovereignty. At the
same time, the authorities experienced serious military reversals. Losses of land led to initial
population displacements, some on Biafran territory and others on the land that government forces
had won back. The ICRC and Biafran support groups provided food and medicines from the
Spanish island, Santa Isabel, off the coast of Equatorial Guinea, an area that had been declared
"neutral" in accordance with Red Cross criteria.
In response to food shortages that began appearing in March and problems in delivering aid, Irish
priests, supported by the Catholic Church, decided to deliver aid via military resupply planes flying
from Lisbon. Caritas International entered into an agreement with the primary weapons supplier for
the secessionists, which operated from the Portuguese capital. Unlike the ICRC, which had
promised the head of the Nigerian government that it would not combine deliveries of humanitarian
aid and weapons, the Church did not consider itself to be under any such restriction. Concerned
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about protecting its Nigerian members, the World Council of Churches remained aligned with the
ICRC, which it supplied with food and supplies, for a longer period. Several weeks later, Caritas
leveled serious accusations against the federal government and issued open criticism of the ICRC.
"The Red Cross has allowed itself to be hobbled by a legalistic approach in order to avoid any
criticism. We [Caritas] will not be trapped in that way." 6
In May 1968, when Port Harcourt fell, defeat seemed to be imminent. At that point, independence
forces controlled only an enclave of a few thousand square kilometers, where several million
uprooted people, soon to be decimated by famine, had gathered. As in nearly all wartime
situations, famine's first victims are displaced persons. For the most part, it spares those who
manage to remain in their usual place of residence.
Although General Gowon, Nigeria's head of state, had allowed humanitarian organizations to
supply the territory held by the insurgents, he instituted a partial blockade to strengthen his hand in
the negotiations then underway in Uganda, sponsored by the Organization of African Unity. This
was not done with the aim of asphyxiating the insurgent region entirely, since he agreed to
preserve access via federal territory as evidence of sovereignty over the entire country. Although
the food situation was worsening quickly, Colonel Ojukwu refused any aid via that route for the
same reason. When the famine turned into a disaster, Christian organizations resumed their flights
(clandestinely, this time) from the Portuguese island of São Tomé. Abandoning its legalistic posture,
the ICRC decided to follow their lead.
Press coverage of the war had been sporadic up to that point. Then a dramatic change happened
in the tone and frequency of eyewitness accounts and articles, largely due to an outside influence.
In a very remarkable move for the time, Biafran leaders hired public relations agency, Markpress,
in January 1968. According to Paddy Davies, 7 a member of the Biafran Propaganda Secretariat,
the job of the Geneva-based Markpress Biafran Overseas Press Division was to weaken the
external enemy and maintain internal motivation. The French government paid its fees. Describing
its role 30 years later, Davies explained that the three successive phases of the communication
strategy were the jihad, the genocide and the famine, emphasizing that "this was the first time in
the history of war that famine was used as a propaganda weapon" (that is, turned against those
who had made it a weapon of war). The famine was thus the secessionists' most valuable asset,
without conflicting with the issues of jihad and genocide which could have been, respectively, the
primary cause and the result sought.
The agency organized field trips for reporters and issued an average of two press releases daily
throughout the war. The June 21, 1968 release launched the communications phase on the famine
as a strategy of annihilation. "For many [of the refugees], a terrible 'final solution' – death by
hunger – is approaching." At that point, reports began to surface in Great Britain that 3,000
children were dying of hunger daily. The press picked up the figure and the words "genocide" and
"extermination" 8 began to be used. Until that time, says writer Thierry Hentsch, 9 Biafra had sought
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to portray itself as a society successfully resisting the total war launched against it. As military
defeat now appeared certain, the famine was to be used as the "new symbol of genocide."
The leading British organizations 10 – in particular, Oxfam, which played a leading role – had
accepted the ICRC's authority and were waiting for Red Cross aid channels to be set up so that
they could deliver their aid. In response to public pressure, they decided to take the Portuguese
route.
“Popular opinion – fired up by the Biafran propaganda campaign – blamed the starvation in the
enclave on the Federal Army and its British backing. It was hard to believe that the Biafran leader
himself could be obstructing the mass import of relief foods: as The Guardian pointed out, it was
his people who were starving. Accordingly, Kirkley [Oxfam's secretary general], in a blaze of
publicity, went to Lisbon to fly into Biafra on a Wharton arms run to persuade Ojukwu to let in
relief. Somehow Oxfam believed that a voluntary agency, representing nothing but a
compassionate section of British opinion, might succeed where the massed ranks of governments,
the OAU, the Pope, and the Red Cross establishment had so far failed”.
A little later, in July, images of the famine reached France, arousing the same emotions. The
French newspaper, Le Monde, began publishing regular reports on the war in Nigeria. Fundraising
drives were organized and the French Red Cross raised 13 million francs, while the French
government issued a press release expressing its support for Biafran independence. "The blood
spilled and the suffering the Biafran people have endured for more than a year demonstrate their
desire to affirm their existence as a people … The conflict must be resolved based on the people's
right to self-determination." 11
On July 30, 1968, the day before this press release was issued, the French newspaper, Le Figaro,
published a front-page story by Jean-François Chauvel that included accusations made by a priest
in Biafra. "Why all this bureaucracy? On the basis of what law and what transcendent authority
does the International Committee [of the Red Cross] refuse to deliver food to Biafra without
obtaining Lagos' agreement? Why did it make this political choice? How can we even think about
politics when thousands of children are dying?" While the ICRC awaited approval from the
Nigerian government before taking action in Biafra, JointChurchAid, a logistical organization
created by a coalition of Christian churches, was working in São Tomé under the terms imposed by
the secessionist authorities.
With the agreement of the Ivory Coast and Gabon governments, in the fall of 1968, the French
government mobilized the Red Cross 12 ( whose base was established in Libreville, Gabon) and,
simultaneously, set up a clandestine military aid operation. Led by Hank Wharton, a mercenary
and arms dealer (with whom Caritas had entered into an agreement several months earlier,
French, Rhodesian, South African and Portuguese pilots transported weapons from Portugal to the
Biafran enclave via São Tomé, where they boarded humanitarian aid teams and loaded medicines
and food. Biafran authorities urged all parties, including the ICRC, to carry out night flights and
transport both relief supplies and weapons. Were humanitarian aid organizations aware of the
10
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political consequences of submitting the conduct of their operations to Biafran leaders' orders?
Whether it was the case or not, according to Thierry Hentsch, "[the ICRC], forced by
circumstances to comply with the Biafrans' conditions rather than the federal government's
requirements, involuntarily sided with the secessionist government's hard-liners, thus helping to
consolidate the position of the 'hawks' in the Biafran system." 13
Just when the federal offensive appeared unstoppable, this military and food aid enabled the
secessionists to break through the Nigerian front and retake the initiative. In addition to direct
assistance, France organized diplomatic support among African nations.
Approximately 100 Irish and dozens of Protestant missionaries were also working in Biafra. Their
presence, which was used to mobilize Christians, explains the massive commitment on the part of
Caritas International and the World Council of Churches, the entities representing, respectively,
Catholic and Protestant churches. As part of JointChurchAid, they gradually organized an airlift
that dispatched up to 450 flights per month. All these activities took place at night at risk of attack
by Nigerian anti-aircraft defence.
The Irish priests were among the fiercest supporters of the Biafran cause. Their denunciation of
the federal government's crimes replayed two key conflicts: "the cross versus the crescent" and
Ireland versus the British colonizer. The organization they created, Irish Concern, referred to the
devastating Irish famine of 1846-47. 14 That event was a direct consequence of British colonial
domination of Ireland and resulted in more than 1 million deaths. Today's Biafrans were
yesterday's Irish and the former became the tool for seeking revenge against a common enemy –
the British.
Markpress, the public relations agency paid by French intelligence services, introduced the theme
of genocide. Journalists in the field were directed and supervised by the Overseas Press Service,
which arranged for them to see the Biafrans' self-organization, the fighters' resistance and, above
all, civilian agony. To save journalists' time, the authorities created a "park" of starving people,
where hundreds dying of hunger were gathered to await the cameras. The period was marked by
major Nazi trials which had been held recently (Eichmann's in 1961 and the Frankfurt Auschwitz
trial in 1965) and the media created a parallel between the extermination of the Jews and the fate
of the Igbo people 15 – the "Jews" of Africa – even comparing the Biafran enclave to the Warsaw
ghetto.
The Nigerian government did not desert the battlefield of public relations. It organized international
visits to combat zones and recaptured territory, where millions of Igbo people lived, and
emphasized its position. It was able to show that the Igbos living under its jurisdiction were treated
like other Nigerians and convinced French MP's that the government did not have genocidal
intentions. During late 1968-early 1969, a chorus of op-ed pieces appeared in the press in reaction
to a debate launched by French member of Parliament Aymar Achille-Fould. He led a delegation
that supported the Nigerian government’s position and rejected the notion that genocide was
occurring. In February, 30 doctors, journalists and pilots who had worked in Biafra published an
open letter that spoke of "genocide underway" and "death camps." The letter accused various
French and international delegations of failing to go into the field. "If you had been assigned to
investigate whether the Nazis were carrying out genocide against the Jews, would you have gone
13
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to ski resorts in Bavaria or to concentration camps?" 16 Several of MSF's future founders signed the
letter. Images of emaciated children, evoking those seen when the Nazi camps were opened,
authenticated the denunciations. The Gaullists also joined the public debate. They launched an
appeal calling for recognition of "Biafra's right to independence," with support from many former
government ministers who also denounced what they referred to as genocide.
In January 1970, after two and a half years of war, the Nigerian army regained control of the
province. As soon as the surrender was announced, the Nigerian government ordered a general
amnesty and took responsibility for ensuring the protection of Biafran lives and property. Two
years later, some of the doctors who had worked for the French Red Cross founded Médecins
Sans Frontières (MSF). The Biafran leaders' and Christian organizations' communications strategy
was completely overshadowed by the denunciation of the "genocide in Biafra", a touchstone – in
terms of speaking out – for MSF and other groups formed from the same mobilization at the turn of
the 1970s-1980s.

Cambodia
Another controversy erupted several years later, in 1979. This one involved questions regarding
the reality of and the stakes at play in a famine in Cambodia. MSF had just experienced a split and
most of the founders had left the organization. However, their successors agreed with them
regarding the critical role of "speaking out and bearing witness;" that is, on the importance of
attracting media attention as part of MSF's work. This view separated the modern humanitarian
movement, which supported speaking freely and openly, from traditional charitable organizations
and their complicit, passive silence. For the new leadership team, the opportunity to denounce
those responsible for the famine in Cambodia would show continuity with MSF's founders on that
point. If the "Comité contre le génocide au Biafra" (the "anti-genocide" effort) helped bring MSF
into being, the "Marche pour la survie du Cambodge" (a march organized to bring medical supplies
and food to Cambodians) helped to renew it. Both were based on a combination of beliefs, errors
and propagandistic manipulation.
In January 1979, at the end of a swift offensive that forced the Khmer Rouge from power, the
Vietnamese Army established a pro-Hanoi government in Phnom Penh. "Democratic Kampuchea"
was overthrown without opposition, but Khmer Rouge troops soon reorganized and mounted
resistance to the Vietnamese Army, which was moving towards western and northern Cambodia.
Sympathy for the Khmer Rouge among certain "Third World solidarity" groups dissolved as news
of atrocities carried out by the Angkar (the Khmer Rouge hierarchy) emerged from the refugee
camps. The Vietnamese invaders were thus seen as liberators, both in Cambodia and around the
world (with the notable exception of the ASEAN nations, which interpreted the events as a
threatening expansion of Hanoi's sphere of influence). 17
At that time I was in Thailand, working as an MSF volunteer in a refugee camp that had been
established in 1976 to house Cambodians fleeing the Pol Pot regime. I immediately saw the
refugees' relief when they learned that the Khmer Rouge had been removed from power.
However, over the course of that year, I also noted mounting anxiety as news arrived from
Cambodia via networks of family members and friends. People spoke of violence and looting by
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the Vietnamese Army and predicted the arrival of new refugees. Partial information only added to
the confusion and anguish.
In April, Western supporters of the Hanoi regime were invited to visit the capital briefly. Journalist
Nayan Chanda reported their comments in the Far Eastern Economic Review, the region's leading
weekly publication. "Visitors describe Kampuchea as a country emerging from a holocaust.
Abandoned towns across this burned land are strewn with skeletons and the debris of war.
Hundreds of thousands of exhausted, stunned people are crisscrossing the country in search of
family members or in an effort to return to their village." 18 Rumors of severe food shortages began
to circulate at that time. The Vietnamese government's immediate denials failed to convince
foreign observers in the region. In May, more Communist visitors from abroad (including Australian
journalist, Wilfred Burchett, and two French doctors) brought back reports of Khmer Rouge
ravages and images of Tuol Sleng, the Phnom Penh high school transformed into a torture center,
where more than 14,000 people had been killed after "admitting" their crimes.
In July, the United Nations received Cambodia's first request for food aid. Signed by Foreign
Affairs Minister Hun Sen, a former Khmer Rouge officer, it reported the deaths of three million
people during the Pol Pot regime and stated that famine threatened half of the four million
survivors. This letter marked the start of "hunger diplomacy," as the country gradually opened to
international aid organizations.
Over the course of the summer, several delegations (from UNICEF, the ICRC, Oxfam, the CCFD,
MSF and other organizations) made short, closely-monitored visits to Cambodia. All delivered the
same report: infrastructure destroyed, hospitals and orphanages abandoned and patients and
children without families in an appalling state of health. Although no specific observations
confirmed Hun Sen's appeal, the many accounts from Cambodia regarding the Khmer Rouge
destruction supported it. The cumulative violence – from massive population displacement to
forced collectivization and destruction of agricultural infrastructure – pointed to a severe food
shortage that international aid, still inadequate, could not remedy. The likelihood of catastrophic
food shortages was increased by fighting between Vietnamese troops and routed Khmer Rouge
soldiers in eastern and northern Cambodia. When the MSF mission ended, Claude Malhuret, then
MSF's secretary general, said, "The Cambodian population is in danger of death. If we do not act
in time, over the coming weeks and months we will witness the physical elimination of what
remains of a population already decimated by the Khmer Rouge." 19
However, against the backdrop of the Cold War, the debate over local realities in Cambodia was
colored by foreign concerns. By that time, everyone acknowledged that the Khmer Rouge had
been a disaster, but the nature of the new government continued to divide commentators and
observers along the dominant political dividing lines of the period. Some, led by the British NGO
Oxfam, wanted to recognize the new government as Cambodia's legal representative so that
emergency aid could be released and delivered via Phnom Penh and increased to the necessary
level. Only the Soviet Union's allies recognized the government, which had been put in place by
the Vietnamese. The Khmer Rouge still represented Cambodia in international bodies. This
situation was described, reasonably so, as a factor blocking aid, and, under the circumstances,
was catastrophic in human terms. Others – in particular MSF – believed the Cambodian
government was incapable of preventing its Vietnamese protectors from looting the country and
thus only worsened the situation. Statements from refugees in the areas where MSF teams were
working supported this view.
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The fear of famine increased with the arrival of Cambodian refugees fleeing the war. In October
1979, after months wandering under the iron rule of Khmer Rouge soldiers pursued by
Vietnamese troops and after a long period during which the Thai Army blocked them, 30,000
Cambodians managed to cross into Thailand. Their condition was desperate. Thousands died in
the days following their arrival. The scenes of death and desolation filmed in the "no man's land"
they had entered featured in evening news reports around the world, evoking images of the
liberation of the Nazi camps. As Shawcross reported, "… [I]n the fall of 1979, when Cambodia
became the subject of fierce debate in the West, it was compared to the Holocaust practically
every day." 20
As in Biafra, the use of "Nazism" as a rhetorical device served two simultaneous purposes:
establishing the accusers' moral position while charging the accused with infamy, as well as
expressing the seriousness of the event in order to call for action. For example, the Tuol Sleng
prison, converted into a museum, was presented as the "Asian Auschwitz" and its curator was
subsequently sent to East Germany to visit the remains of the Nazi camps and draw inspiration for
Cambodia's own "never forget." "Unanimous condemnation of the Vietnamese intervention and the
sanctions that followed meant that winning legitimacy for the new regime became an absolute
priority for Vietnamese foreign policy," Nayan Chanda wrote. "With that in mind, Hanoi chose to
launch moral and legal accusations against Pol Pot's Democratic Kampuchea, rather than focus
on the virtues of the government it had put in place." 21
The famine became a valuable political and material resource for a fragile regime, while also
serving as a tool for mobilizing humanitarian aid campaigns. Despite unanimous agreement that
famine existed, observers and actors disagreed on how to interpret its causes and, thus, on the
practical actions to take. For Oxfam, " The chief obstacle to the relief of suffering was foot-draging
on the part of the Western-backed international establishment and its antipathy towards the
Vietnam-installed Phom Penh regime" 22 With support from NGOs, UNICEF and some of the press,
the Cambodian government launched urgent appeals to the international community to increase
aid and deliver it through official channels via Phnom Penh.
Other NGOs – particularly MSF – called for direct aid under international control because they
believed that the urgent need required bypassing standard channels and deploying a food
distribution system at locations where people were suffering from famine. I was at the Cambodian
border when the refugees crossed in October 1979. Seeing the thousands of dying people
convinced me that a life-and-death emergency was underway in Cambodia. MSF brought in a host
of medical teams to camps on the Thai border, thus improvising its first large-scale aid operation.
The number of refugees rose from 30,000 to 300,000 in three months and Thailand became a
sanctuary for the military resistance, Khmer Rouge fighters and nationalists all fleeing the
Vietnamese occupation.
Refugees from Cambodia and the few foreigners allowed into the country provided corroborating
information about the tight restrictions placed on foreigners, the authorities' grip on aid and the
misappropriation of aid by the Vietnamese Army. The new regime's supporters claimed that these
obstacles resulted solely from the state of war, the continued Khmer Rouge threat and the
inexperience of a new administration in a ruined country. Opponents, however, were convinced
that the authorities sought to create barriers in order to tighten its grip over the population.
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With the goal of symbolically dismantling the obstacles created by authorities in Phnom Penh,
MSF decided to organize a ‘March for the Survival of Cambodia’ in December at the border and
published an appeal in the major French daily newspapers. "We must enter Cambodia and
convince the Vietnamese occupiers that they must not allow those who escaped the Khmer Rouge
genocide to die. That is why we are organizing the ‘March for the Survival of Cambodia’ … The
barriers preventing us from coming to the aid of human beings at risk of death must be dismantled
… so that the Cambodian people can survive." 23
In truth, the refugees' condition was hardly representative of the entire Cambodian population.
Their physical state was appalling because they had served as slave labor for Khmer Rouge
troops during the many months of pursuit by the Vietnamese Army. They had survived in the forest
by eating roots and small animals. Despite Cambodia's disastrous situation, most of the population
outside the conflict zones had turned to a subsistence economy, made possible by fertile and wellwatered lands. Daily life was frugal and deprivation was widespread, but people managed to find
enough to eat.
However, we had good reason to believe that a famine existed. The catastrophic series of wars
and tyrannical regimes that characterized the 1970s, as well as the physical distress of the
refugees who arrived at the border in October, made the catastrophe seem highly plausible. The
reigning Cold War thinking made the existence of famine both likely in practical terms and useful in
political ones. For the "anti-totalitarian" camp, to which MSF belonged, it illustrated the failure of
the Communist utopia, leading the regime to turn against the weakest.
The March for Survival closed Cambodia's doors permanently to MSF and the organization was
never able to directly confirm its assertions. Years later, when the group's leaders read William
Shawcross' book, The Quality of Mercy: Cambodia, Holocaust and Modern Conscience, published
in France in 1985, they realized that there had been no basis for that action, which had been very
controversial within the organization. It confirmed what Oxfam the first major NGO to be admitted
to Cambodia, knew since the very beginning. By the fall of 1979, its nutrition expert had informed
the organization's leaders that people were not dying of hunger, but a major fundraising drive had
already begun. The group, though, decided that they could not retract the alarmist statements and
accounts on which the campaign was based. 24
The controversy over the stakes of the Biafran war ended with the secessionists' defeat, but in the
minds of the French organizations involved, the conflict remains a critical break with the past and
marks the rebirth of modern humanitarianism. Its new foundations were based on the notions of
the humanitarian aid actor as witness for the prosecution, denunciation as a moral obligation and
the mobilization of public opinion as a last resort in the face of mass crimes. MSF's campaign
against the supposed famine in Cambodia was, to a large extent, overdetermined by the desire of
its new leaders to reclaim that conception and make "bearing witness" an essential element of
humanitarian action in the field. 25
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The rapprochement of these two events is based on the closeness of the humanitarian actors who
were involved, but also on their common reference to Nazi and Communist totalitarianisms as
manifestations of the evil they were fighting. During the 1980s, a time of rapid growth and
development within the humanitarian movement, the concept of “duty to remember” gained
momentum in the public space. This new "conscience de la Shoah" 26 (conscience of the
Holocaust) was reinterpreted as a critique of national sovereignty in the name of protecting victims.
French humanitarian aid actors used it increasingly in their statements throughout the 1980s and
1990s, as shown by public acceptance of the notion of "humanitarian intervention" and by the
many references to Auschwitz and to the secret of the "final solution" in the public statements of
French NGOs. 27 This "rhetoric of remembrance," which divided the world into executioners, heroes
and victims, provided a narrative for the humanitarian movement's commitment to bearing witness,
in which the accuser occupied the enviable position of resistance, both savior and dispenser of
justice.

Turning Point
The 1984-85 famine in Ethiopia marked a turning point in the conception of "speaking out and
bearing witness" within MSF. Beginning in early 1985, all humanitarian aid actors were faced with
the policy of "resettlement" (forced transfer of populations in southern Ethiopia) and "villagization"
(destruction of villages and the grouping of populations into new, neighboring sites under the
control of the Party). International humanitarian organizations unwittingly played a very specific
role in the "resettlement" system. 28
By winning the trust of the population in affected regions, NGOs helped attract people to the relief
camps, where the Party militia conducted raids to supply its quotas of "volunteers" for
"resettlement." Some of the aid groups' trucks, intended for aid deliveries, were also used to
transport thousands of people who were displaced by force. Faced with questions and criticism in
the press, the Ethiopian government pointed to NGO support for its "land reform," which it could
reasonably claim, given the groups' lack of objections. This accelerated collectivization policy led
to the death of more than 100,000 people in transit camps and resettlement areas. 29
Confrontation with Communist regimes dominated in most of the contexts – civil wars and refugee
camps -- in which MSF worked during those years. For MSF's leaders (I was the organization's
President at that time), the defense of human rights and humanitarian principles meant defending
democracy and criticizing totalitarianism. 30 We were particularly distrustful of governments
claiming to incarnate the "liberation of the people." Under conditions where aid was used as a tool
in a "dekulakization" strategy 31, humanitarian aid actors served as "useful idiots." Despite
themselves, they were complicit in the Ethiopian government's abuses, which they were no longer
able to denounce as an external third party.
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As field NGO's, our responsibility was raised directly in the commission of crimes against
humanity. MSF organized a campaign on that issue, arousing considerable controversy that
created conflict with the government in Addis Ababa and many NGOs working in Ethiopia. MSF
was expelled from the country in December 1985. The organization's position was based primarily
on a critical analysis of our role and responsibilities as aid actors in a given context, rather than on
a desire to denounce crimes we had not necessarily witnessed firsthand.
MSF's voluntary departure from the Rwandan camps in Zaire and Tanzania in November 1994,
the challenge to humanitarian institutions involved in the pursuit of Rwandan refugees during the
1997-1998 war in Zaire and the 1998 withdrawal from North Korea were all critical moments for
MSF in terms of taking public positions. These actions were not motivated exclusively by a desire
to protest mass violence. The common rationale was the conviction that, under those
circumstances, humanitarian aid served a criminal authority and that once there were no more
opportunities to correct the situation, withdrawal was preferable to action.
The notion that the denunciation of human rights violations in countries where the organization had
a presence constituted an "integral part of MSF's mission" 32 lost its hold when the stakes
associated with the Cold War dissolved. The organization's members have witnessed killings of
civilians on various occasions, from Kigali and Butare (Rwanda, during the 1994 genocide), to
Srebrenica (Bosnia) and Kibeho (Rwanda) in 1995. As eyewitnesses, they have spoken publicly in
the press, before parliamentary commissions and to the International Criminal Court (in the case of
Rwanda) about what they saw. However, apart from these specific circumstances, denunciation is
no longer the focus of speaking out. It is no longer a goal because MSF no longer considers itself
a "sentinel of human rights." 33 The stakes involved in speaking out have changed; associated now
with other practices and adapted to a different framework of discourse, they are far removed from
the notion of "bearing witness" as conceived during the Biafran and Cambodian conflicts.
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